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 ive been wanting this for a while, and now that ive finally seen it, i can't wait to get it. bazhang, the screen looks different and a little....blocky n0a1ias, sounds like it has bad pixels ya I have a tiny n00b question !enter | majuk majuk: Please try to keep your questions/responses on one line. Don't use the "Enter" key as punctuation! I have an Ubuntu 10.04. I'm setting up a network and can't figure out
why it only allows me to enter a login and a password for the router and nothing else. !ics | majuk there you go majuk there you go: If you want to share the internet connection of your Ubuntu machine with other machines in the network see - You may also use!firestarter: But the machine is wired and it works fine when I connect through a Windows machine. It's a shame that I can't connect through

Ubuntu. I'm going to double check the network settings and make sure I'm not set to a WEP passphrase and try again. Thanks for your help. majuk: you said you have no internet, so you won't be able to check the settings majuk: open firefox, go to network-manager and check "shared to other computers" Hello, I have a prob where i need to know if anyone can help me out !ask | shevron_ki
shevron_ki: Please don't ask to ask a question, simply ask the question (all on ONE line and in the channel, so that others can read and follow it easily). If anyone knows the answer they will most likely reply. :-) well, first of all, i installed ubuntu 10.04 64bit, for f3e1b3768c
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